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In this paper, the method to unify the definition of woven architectures in textile 
composites over a wide range of variations has been established. This was achieved via 
parametrisation of the weaves, which was conducted employing a limited set of clearly 
defined parameters. Detailed description of these parameters has been given, based of which 
a wide range of 2D and 3D weaves can be reproduced. The intended use of the 
parametrisation developed is to facilitate virtual testing of composites through numerical 
material characterisation based on use of unit cells (UC).  The process as presented in this 
paper delivers a fully parametrised UC in a straightforward way. After implementing the 
parametrisation as a computer code and combining it with the piece of software UnitCells©, 
it has been fully developed as a methodology. Its capability as a design tool for 3D woven 
composites is demonstrated via a range of case studies. 
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1 Introduction 
The potential of 3D woven textile composites in engineering applications has fascinated 
designers of composite materials and structures for a long time. They offer exactly what 
conventional laminated composites are short of, namely, the integrity in the thickness 
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direction and hence the improved transverse performance [1]. However, in order to take full 
advantage of textile composites in structural applications, there should be reliable and 
affordable means of assessing their performances, without which their mere acceptance in 
engineering as serious candidates for structural materials is unthinkable.  Their 
characterisation through purely experimental means proves impractical because there are too 
many design variables involved in the architecture of 3D textile preforms to explore.   
Conventional method of characterising materials in engineering is through their 
mechanical testing on coupons according to relevant standards, where their properties are 
obtained, and there have been a substantial number of research papers reporting the efforts in 
this direction for 3D woven textile composites [2-6]. Studies of this kind typically investigate 
the effect of specific preform architectures or geometric parameters of the weave on the 
mechanical performance of the composite. However, because of the abundance of geometric 
parameters of the weaves, to obtain by such means a knowledge base of any practical value 
for designers is apparently untenable. Sometimes, small changes in design variables could 
mean rather different fabrication process for some the woven textile preforms. For instance, 
in woven textile preforms, the tows are oriented in two mutually orthogonal directions, warp 
and weft.  Fibre orientations are typical design variables for designers of composites 
structures.  A completely different manufacturing process would have to be employed in this 
case if one wished to change the orientation for any of the fibre tows.  The experimental ‘trial 
and error’ approach is therefore not a viable route for textile composites to gain wide 
acceptance in engineering.  
Virtual testing, on the other hand, can offer a way forward in this respect. Typically, 
numerical characterisation of textile composites is conducted via multiscale modelling, which 
heavily relies on use of unit cells (UCs). Once again, there is a substantial volume of 
publications addressing UC modelling of 3D textile composites [7-10]. However, the UC 
modelling has not yet become accepted as an engineering design tool in industry due to the 
lack of comprehensive and verified methodology for the UC analysis as a practical design 
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tool in general. This is undoubtedly the bottleneck on the virtual testing side, which hinders 
the establishment of the capability for systematic characterisation of 3D textile composites.  
The variety of types of the weaves poses a serious obstacle in applications of textile 
composites, since it makes the selection of the type of the weave best suited for a specific 
application a truly overwhelming task. Furthermore, lack of systematic definition of 3D 
weaves that would allow straightforward differentiation between different types of them [11] 
certainly does not add clarity in this respect. In the literature, a variety of methods for 
defining the geometry of 3D interlock textiles have been proposed [11-13]. Some classify 
weave types based on fabrication process considerations and interlacing position of warp 
tows [7], based on which a range of parameters are identified for describing the weave [11].  
The problem of selection of the weave type for a specific application can be made more 
manageable if the definition of architecture and the topology of various weave types were 
unified so that it would be described via a limited set of parameters. Such parametrisation of 
the textile composites will be the first objective of this paper. It is worth noting that the 
parametrisation established is intended mainly for composite designers dealing with the 
mechanical behaviour of these material. The preform manufacturers can have their own 
terminology and use their own tools, such weave diagrams, etc. To bridge the gap between 
successful practical applications of these composites and technologies available to make 
sophisticated 3D textile fabrics, a dialogue must be established between the designers and the 
manufacturers. Authors hope that the method as established in the paper can help forming a 
platform for such a dialogue. 
The method takes advantage of the translational symmetry present in the architecture of 
weaves due to the relatively accurate control of the tow position in the fabrication process of 
modern textile preforms. The considerations apply equally to 2D and 3D weaves.  The key 
advantage of the proposed parametrisation method is that the process can be transferred to the 
formulation of UCs for composites made of such preforms. A fully parametrised UC for 
woven textile composites, unified between 2D and 3D weaves and weaves of different 
interlacing architectures, will be rigorously formulated in this paper. Its implementation as a 
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computer code, also presented in the paper, has been highly automated, delivering a much 
needed capability which can be exploited as a practical design tool for woven textile 
composites.   
2 Parameterisation of the woven textile 
In contract to approaches commonly employed in the literature, where the UCs for woven 
composites are defined based on translational symmetries along orthogonal directions, e.g. [7, 
14-17], those along non-orthogonal directions will be explored here.  All weaves can be 
viewed as a stack of slices along the weft direction, with each slice containing only one set of 
warp tows.  If one of them, referred to as base slice as indicated by the hatched strip in Fig. 1, 
is taken as the original, other slices can be considered as its images, reproduced through a 
certain translational symmetry [18], as depicted in Fig. 1 as a plan view of the fabric.  Within 
the base slice, periodicity can usually be identified, e.g. the shaded part as in Fig. 1, which 
will lead to appropriate definition of the UC.  The UC so introduced is expected to be more 




Fig. 1 Translational symmetry along non-orthogonal directions in the xy-plane 
 
If the slices were lined up with one another, with one of them being taken as the base slice 
while the rest the images of the base slice under translational symmetries along the weft 
direction, i.e. in an orthogonal manner, one would obtain a collection of loose tows in weft 
and warp directions respectively without any interlocking. A simple example to illustrate this 
is presented in Fig. 2(a) where two such slices are shown. The view of Fig. 2(a) is slightly 
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slanted so that two slices can be visualised. There are two sets of warp tows, one highlighted 
in blue and another in pink. The weft tows, cross-sections of which are shown as circles, are 
regularly arranged in the vertical and in the horizontal direction to form an array. Interlocking 
takes place when the slice at the back (with pink warp tows) is shifted horizontally relative to 
that in the front (with blue warp tows) by a full spacing between the weft tows, and the weft 
tows are re-aligned and re-joined, as shown Fig. 2(b). With multiple slices involved, the 




Fig. 2 Schematic view of the interlocking: (a) two aligned slices; (b) slices after shifting and 
(c) four slices illustrating full interlocking as a result of shifting 
 
With the shifted slice being viewed as an image of the base slice, the symmetry 
transformation can be described as combination of the translation into the page orthogonally 
and another corresponding to the shift.  The combined effect is a translation along direction  
as illustrated in Fig. 1, which is apparently non-orthogonal.   With the help of this translation, 
all slices in an interlocked fabric can be reproduced from a base slice. It is therefore sufficient 
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It is worth noting certain features that are not uncommon in 3D weaves, such as stuffer 
warp tows, or additional warp tows on surfaces of the fabric, are not reflected in this study. 
The parametrisation can be extended in a reasonably straightforward way to accommodate 
some of these features, such as stuffer tows. However, to avoid deviating from the focus of 
this paper, this has been omitted.  Practical 3D fabrics tend to have surface tow interlacing 
pattern different from that in the interior over the thickness.  This is not addressed in this 
paper either because the periodicity in 3D space has been assumed. 
2.1 Topological parameters of woven architectures 
To describe the topology of the base slice, five integer parameters are identified that are 
found to be sufficient for the task.  This stage of parametrisation is largely descriptive, 
involving some simple visualisation of the geometry, hence the full set of these parameters is 
listed in Table 1, where their functions are elaborated and the ranges of values they can be 
prescribed are specified. 
 
Table 1 Topological parameters of the weave 
Notation Meaning Values taken 
noffset a switch indicating variation in 
the weave patterns of weft tows 




no offset, as in Fig. 2  
horizontal offset, as in Fig. 3(a) 
vertical offset, as in Fig. 3(b) 
nskip the number of weft tows the 




immediate turn, as in Fig. 2(a) and 
Fig. 4(a) 
turn after skipping  k weft tows, as 
in Fig. 4(a) for k=2 
ndeep the number of rows of the weft 
tows a warp tow moves past 
through the thickness before 




warp tow remains flat 
corresponds to 2D weaves 
3D weaves 
nsteep the number of rows of the weft 
tows a warp tow passes by before 





warp tow remains flat 
2D or 3D weave 
3D weave 
nstep topological descriptor indicating 
the resulting dislocation of each 
slice in terms of the number of 





no shift, as in Fig. 2(a) 
shift by one column of weft tows, 
as in Fig. 2(b) and (c)  
relevant for sophisticated woven 
architectures 
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a the value should be less than the number of columns of weft tows in a full period in the 
direction of shifting 
 
Note that the parametrisation of topology does not require explicit definition of the weave 
in terms of number of warp or weft tows. Those are determined automatically once the 
topological parameters of the weave as specified in Table 1 are defined. In real fabric 
preforms for structural parts, there may be some variation in shape of preform, e.g. varying 
thickness, at different locations in the part, and hence the number of weft tows may not be 
constant.  However, the variation of the textile pattern is beyond the scope of this study, 
because the use of a unit cells as adopted in the present work is based on the assumption of 







Fig. 3 Offset of (a) the rows of the weft tows in the horizontal direction and (b) the columns 
of the weft tows in the vertical direction 
 
With the five topological parameters as introduced in Table 1, the topology of a 3D weave 
can be defined with a reasonably wide coverage for most regular weave patterns of practical 
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definition of parameter nskip. Its definition as presented in Table 1 suggests that the warp tow 
skips the same number of tows when turning upwards or downwards. To allow for describing 
certain weave types, such as the satin weave, this parameter can be defined such that it 








Fig. 4 Illustration of the topological parameters specifying the undulation of the warp tows 
(a) nskip,  (b) ndeep and (c) nsteep 
 
To demonstrate the use of these parameters in the definition of the topology of woven 
textile preforms, several typical weave architectures have been associated with the values or 
ranges of these parameters in Table 2.  In each case, the topology of any particular weave has 
been defined as a combination of five parameters introduced above.  Two 3D weaves, one 
from each category of the two included in Table 2, have been plotted in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 
5(b).   
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The topology of 2D weaves can also be generated in the same manner, although the actual 
generation of 2D weaves also requires a slight extension in the geometric aspect as will be 
further discussed later.  
Table 2 Parametrisation of weaves using five topological parameters 
Type of the weave Architecture of the 
weave 
Topological parameters 
deepn  & steepn  skipn  stepn  
2D weave Plain 1steepdeepn n   1skipn   1stepn   
Twill 1steepdeepn n   2skipn   1stepn   











1stepn   
3D weave Angle interlock 










1skipn   1stepn   
Offset interlock 










1skipn   1stepn   
 
2.2 Parametrisation of fibre tow cross-section 
With the architecture of the weave being parametrised, the same can be done for the 
geometry of the fibre tows. When modelling the fibre tows, one of the most important 
considerations is to reproduce the practical fibre volume fraction whilst avoiding the 
interference of the neighbouring tows, which is a commonly encountered issue in modelling 
the textiles. This can be challenging, as in reality, fibre tows in textile composites tend to 
adapt their cross-sections locally along their length to leave room for other tows whilst filling 
up the vacant spaces, thus minimising the matrix contents. Simulating such variation in cross-
section geometry is a demanding exercise, which is rarely attempted [8], and will not be 
pursued in this paper either. Tow cross-sections will therefore be assumed to remain constant 
along their length, whilst the shapes and areas of tow cross-sections for warp and weft tows 
are allowed to be different from each other.  The tow geometry parameterisation as presented 
below is capable of achieving the tow volume fraction of 70% in most cases for a wide range 
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of 3D preforms. Assuming a reasonable fibre volume fraction of 70% in tows, it would result 
in an overall fibre volume fraction of about 50%, which should be pretty much what 3D 
woven composites could realistically reach. The intricacies of the fibre tow geometry, such as 
variations of their cross-section along the tow path, do not have a significant effect on the 
predictions of the effective elastic properties. Because of this, as long as the parametrisation 
allows reproducing realistic fibre and tow volume fractions, it can be considered adequate for 







Fig. 5 Typical 3D woven preform architectures as defined by the topological parameters  (a) 
ply-to-ply interlock (noffset=0, nstep=1, nskip=1, ndeep=2, nsteep=2) and  (b) offset interlock 
(noffset=1, nstep=2, nskip=1, ndeep=3, nsteep=3) 
 
According to the microscopic observations [2, 3, 19, 20], the shape of the cross-sections 
of fibre tows in 3D woven composites varies mostly between an ellipse and a rectangle.  
Specifically, due to the interlocking mechanism, warp tows cross each other at a regular 
spacing and hence are periodically constrained on their sides by neighbouring warp tows, 
whilst the presence of weft tows above and below keeps them in their positions.  This biaxial 
a unit cell 
a unit cell 
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compaction tends to shape the cross-section of warp tows so that resembles a rectangle with 
rounded corners.  For weft tows, the pressure on the top and bottom transmitted through the 
neighbouring layers above and below, or compaction applied by the tool during the forming 
process of the composite, tends to flatten to top and bottom surfaces of their cross-sections.  
Towards the sides, weft tows tend to conform to the undulating warp tow paths.  As a 
compromise of all these considerations, the tow cross-section is assumed to take a shape of an 
ellipse split in the middle and filled with a rectangle, as shown in Fig. 6. 
 
Fig. 6 The assumed fibre tow cross-section as an assembly of a rectangle and two semi-
ellipses, one at each end of the rectangle 
The elliptical profile on both sides is expected to offer the rounded corners for the warp 
tows as well as the curvature required for weft tows to conform to the surrounding warp tows.  
The ellipse can be described by the horizontal and vertical semi-axes, a and b= H/2, where H 
is the height of the rectangle.  At a given b, the horizontal semi-axis a determines the actual 
shape of the ellipse, or the roundness of the corners of the tow cross-section profile.  To 
quantify this effect, another geometric parameter of cross-section, , is introduced as the ratio 






    (1) 
In the actual weaves, the tows tend to have a flattened appearance. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to restrict the aspect ratio of the tow cross-sections, as given by Eq. (1), such that 
W H .  Equality W=H represents a special case where the tow cross-section is either 
circular (when a=H/2) or square (when a=0), whilst at any W H  the tow cross-section 
width is larger than its height. Given the construction of the cross-section as introduced in 
Fig. 6, the range of   has to be 0 1  . Over this range, the cross-section varies from a 
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rectangle to an ellipse. Additionally,  can also be prescribed a value of 2 outside its 
definition in Eq. (1) to signify a special arrangement of a lenticular cross-section section 
which is often defined for weft tows as they are wrapped by undulating warp tows. A number 
of special cases corresponding to different values of  are listed in Table 3 associated with 
their specific geometric characteristics along with a graphic representation shown in Fig. 7. 
 
Table 3 Tow cross-section parameter ranges  
Parameter values/ranges Shape of cross-section 
0   a rectangle (a square if W=H) 
/ 0H W    a rectangle with semi-elliptical ends (major axis being 
vertical and hence lightly rounded ends); 
/H W  (implying a=b) a rectangle with semi-circular ends or a circle if W=H 
1 /H W   a rectangle with semi-elliptical ends (major axis being 
horizontal and hence large chamfers) 
1   an ellipse (a circle if W=H) 
2   a lenticle 
 
To allow for different shapes of cross-sections of warp and weft fibre tows, they can be 
defined with two different sets of geometric parameters, denoted as Ha, Wa, a and Hb, Wb and 







Fig. 7 Typical tow cross-section profiles as specified by the shape parameter  
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2.3 Parametrisation of fibre tow path  
To complete the parametrisation of the weave, a set of parameters should be identified 
that define the warp tow path.  It is assumed that a warp tow conforms with the profile of the 
weft tow as it turns around a weft tow. Before the turn, it follows a horizontal straight line, 
although the length of this stretch of path could be zero if = nskip=1. After the turn, it follows 
an inclined line, to proceed to the next column of weft tows. A complete period of the warp 
tow path can be described as follows. 
It is divided into a number of symmetric segments. As a special case, for the weave as 
shown in Fig. 8 the number of such segments is four. Taking the segment OSTR as the 
original, segment O'S'T'R' can be generated by a 180 rotation about point R. Applying a 
reflectional symmetry about the xz-plane, the remaining two segments on the left are 
reproduced. Depending on the actual location of the warp tow within a UC, the order of the 
four segments within a complete period can be rearranged to reflect the phase difference 
between different warp tows. 
  
Fig. 8  A complete period of the warp tow  
Since, as was stated earlier, the variability of tow cross-section has not been considered, 
the top and bottom surfaces of the warp tow remain parallel throughout its entire length, 
including the stretch around the turn. Inference between the adjacent warp and the weft tows 
is prevented by assuming that the warp tow stays in contact with the weft tow until it 
straightens as it leaves the weft tow, as shown in magnified and elaborated view of the OSTR 
segment sketched in Fig. 9.   
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The segment OSTR, as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, can be divided into three sub-segments, 
OS, ST and TR. Sub-segment OS starts from the centre as a horizontal straight stretch resting 
on top of the row of weft tows. Its length, OSL , is expressed as  
         
1 1
1 + + 1 1
2 2
OS skip b b b b skip b b skip bL n W D W n W n D                (2) 
Sub-segment OS is followed by a curved sub-segment ST which wraps around the 
elliptical weft tow.  It then turns back to a straight sub-segment TR inclined at an angle of , 
which is as interlocking angle of the warp tow as can be seen in Fig. 9.  
 
 
Fig. 9 A typical segment of the warp tow path in relation to the interacting weft tow 
 
To facilitate the definition of the warp tow path, parametric expressions for curves 
representing different segments have been derived as follows. 
Segment OS is a straight line defined as 




a b OSz H H y L     (3) 
Sub-segment ST is a parallel curve [21] to the elliptical weft tow profile.  The semi-ellipse 











    
  (4) 
where 2ba W  is the horizontal semi-axis and 2bb H  is the vertical semi-axis.   
The curve parallel to the ellipse by a distance of 2aH  outside of the ellipse can be 
obtained as [21]: 































  (5) 
where  2 2 2 2sin ( ) cos ( )r a b    .  
It should be stressed that  is a parameter in the parametric form of definition of the 
ellipse, not the angular polar coordinate at a point corresponding to  as defined by (5). Since 
the centre line of the warp tow over the segment ST is parallel to the elliptical profile of the 
weft tow, the respective tangential points, T and T0, where the inner surface of the warp tow 
departs from the surface of the elliptical weft tow profile correspond to the same value 0 of 
parameter . The slopes of their tangents at =0 are identical and also equal to the slope of 
sub-segment TR, therefore  








   
 
.  (6) 
Sub-segment TR is a straight line that can be defined in a straightforward manner as 
    tan( ) , , .R R T Rz z y y y y y       (7) 
where  ,R Ry z  and  ,T Ty z are coordinates of points T and R, respectively.  
Coordinates of point R are expressed differently at different types of offset in the weave.  
The variation of  at all different offset scenarios is shown in Fig. 10 for a special case of 
ndeep=nsteep=2.  This is nevertheless a pure geometric relationship referring to the overall 
configuration in Fig. 8 and the coordinates of point R are determined as summarised in Table 
4. 
The coordinates of point T can be obtained from Equation (5) at 0  , where angle 0  
is associated with  according to Equation (7). With coordinates of point R being defined, 
based on Equations (5) and (7), the relation between 0  and coordinates of T is established as 




z z y y
a   

 
    ,  (8) 
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Equation (8) defines a transcendental equation for 0 .  A closed-from solution is not 
usually attainable and one may have to resort to a numerical algorithm, e.g. the Newton’s 
iteration scheme, to obtain a numerical solution.  Once it is obtained, the position of point T 
can then be uniquely determined from Eq (5) with 0  .  Equation (6) can be used to 
determine tan() in a straightforward manner.  This concludes the definition of segment 
OSTR.   
Table 4 Coordinates of point R at different offset scenarios  
Coordinate noffset=0 noffset=-1 noffset=1 

















n n   















+steep baH Hn   
For consistency of presentation, the ultimate set of parameters defining the tow geometry 
in a regular 3D weave is summarised in Table 5. Note that parameter Da denoting the space 
between the adjacent warp tows has been referred to in the table. It was not involved in any 
derivations above, as it was unnecessary as far as geometric parametrisation is concerned. 
Furthermore, the gap between the warp tows is not always observed in the real composite. 
However, some spacing between the warp tows is desirable when generating the finite 
element model, as otherwise, the conformity of the mesh between the neighbouring warp 
tows would be difficult to keep.  Likewise, if the spacing was too small, the quality of the 
mesh this area would be poor.  As the spacing increases over a threshold, whilst easing the 
demand on meshing, noticeable deviation in the predicted results would be observed.  The 
size of this gap has therefore been determined via a sensitivity study similar to mesh 
convergence study, where the gap value is reduced until there is little variation between 
predictions of the model.  
 





Fig. 10 Variation of  for weaves of different topological parameter noffset: (a) noffset=0; (b) 
noffset=1 with the distance of vertical offset being   / 2offset a bD H H  ; (c) noffset=1 with the 
distance of the horizontal offset being   / 2offset b bD W D   
 
Table 5 Parameters of the tow geometry. 
Geometric feature of the tow Warp Weft 
Thickness 
aW  bW  
Width 
aH  bH  
Shape parameter 
a  b  
Horizontal space between the adjacent tows 
aD  bD  
 
Once the base warp path (one-fourth of the full path in a period in Fig. 8) has been 
defined, the right part of the warp path along the thickness can be reproduced by the 180° 
rotation of the base warp path at point R. If the ndeep = nsteep, then the left half can be 
reproduced by mirror reflection at point O. If the ndeep ≠ nsteep (as illustrated in Fig. 4(c)), 
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segment OSTRR'T'S'O'  will need to be rotated by 180 about point O. The process may have 
to be repeated 1deep steepn n   times, if 2deep steepn n   before mirror reflection is utilized.  
Without loss of crucial information, the architecture within the UC can be idealised in 
such a way that it can be parameterised as elaborated above by using the available 
symmetries appropriately.   
It should be noted that the tow path parametrisation was conducted under the assumption 
of weft tows being straight. This is reasonable for most 3D weaves, while in order to 
reproduce 2D weaves more realistically, the weft tows should be allowed to undulate same as 
the warp ones. Although not included here, the parametrisation methodology can be extended 
in a reasonably straightforward way to allow for such scenarios. 
 
2.4 Unit cells for woven textile composites 
The parametrisation as presented above helps to define the topology and the geometry of 
the weave architecture. The objective of the present exercise is to take the achievement a step 
further to formulate an appropriate unit cell which is fully parametrised and can be applied 
for numerical characterisation of woven textile composites.  
The precondition for the definition of the UC is presence of translational symmetries in 
the material, as this is the only type of symmetry that reduces an infinite domain to a finite 
extent.  Given the translational symmetries available in woven textile composites, the 
simplest shape for the UC in the base slice is apparently a cuboid.  
With the periodicity in a base slice in both vertical and horizontal directions, a UC can be 
conveniently defined as a complete period of the slice in each of the two directions.  In 
particular, a possible selection of a UC for the type of weave shown in Fig. 2(a) is marked by 
a red dashed rectangle. Mapping from one UC to another within a slice corresponds to a 
translation as a combination of these two orthogonal translations.   
Mapping from a UC in one slice to that in another slice corresponds to a translation into 
or out of the page but non-orthogonal to the former two, as shown in Fig. 2, which is often 
present in structures of a staggered pattern [18] as sketched in Fig. 1.  This allows to 
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reproduce other slices through the translational symmetry transformation of the base slices 
with the designated interlocking between the warp and weft tows duly represented.  
Together, these three translations form a complete set of three-dimensional non-
orthogonal translations through which the entire space of the 3D weave can be covered by the 
images of the UC under one of the translational symmetry transformations.  
To complete the formulation of such UC, the boundary conditions for it should be 
derived. To do so, the methodology developed by Li et al. [16, 18, 22-25] has been followed 
that has a rigorous mathematical and mechanical background and offers great convenience in 
post-processing of the results. To avoid duplicating the derivations procedures, only the main 
aspects of the methodology are briefly outlined in this paper supported by references to 
relevant publications for interested readers to consult.  
The boundary conditions are formulated based on the translational symmetries in terms of 
relative displacements, and for linear problems their general form is as follows [22]: 
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where  
T
u v w  are microscopic displacements, ( , , )x y z  and ( , , )x y z    the coordinates 
of the respective points on a pair of faces related through a translational symmetry;  0ε  is the 
average, or macroscopic, strain field.  Components of vectorΔx=[Δx  Δy  Δz]T are calculated 
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In case of a cuboidal UC that involves three orthogonal translations along the coordinate 
axes, three vectors Δx  have to be defined, each corresponding to the respective translation 
[22]. Each will have only one non-zero component, corresponding to the dimension of the 
UC in the direction of translation. Defining UC based on orthogonal translations is an 
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approach preferred by many. However, it does not deliver the most efficient UC for woven 
composites in terms of its size and hence the computational costs. What is more important in 
the context of the present paper, such UCs cannot be easily unified trough parametrisation. 
Both of these drawbacks can be eliminated by considering a staggered arrangement of the 
UCs in xy-plane, as shown in Fig. 1. This makes the expression of the boundary conditions 
only a little more complicated, but these complications are outweighed by the gain.   
The corresponding translational vectors and relative displacement boundary conditions for 
a cuboidal UC with staggered arrangement are summarised in Table 6.  Note that these 
boundary conditions are to be applied on the faces of the UC. Those on the edges and the 
vertices will have to be imposed separately, to avoid procedural conflicts that may arise from 
presence of the redundant boundary conditions. The explicit expressions for boundary 
conditions on the edges and the vertices for staggered UCs can be found in [18].  
 
Table 6 Relative displacement boundary conditions on the faces of a UC representing the 
woven textile composite  
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In the boundary conditions in Table 6, five more parameters are introduced. Three of 
them are the width, UCW , the height, UCH , and the length, UCL , of the UC. Remaining two 
parameters, 1L  and 2L , are segments of UCL  associated with translations along - and -axis, 













 . (11) 
As can be seen, these parameters are expressed in terms of topological and geometric 
parameters introduced in the previous sections. Same is true for the actual dimensions of the 
UC as given in Table 7. Therefore, the imposition of the boundary conditions does not 
require specification of any further independent parameters. 
 
Table 7 Parametrised dimensions of the UC at different types of offset  
Type of offset  No offset/vertical offset Horizontal offset  
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3 Implementation of parametrised 3D woven textile UCs 
One of the major advantages of the parametrisation as presented in sections above is that 
it uses a fixed set of parameters that have a clear meaning and can be relatively easily defined 
for any weave type. It is true that their definition can vary in some cases, e.g. for different 
types of offset. However, these multiple choices can easily be automated by implementing 
the procedure as a computer code.  
The parametrisation of textile composites as proposed above has been implemented on the 
platform of UnitCells© [26], which was a piece of software produced at the University of 
Nottingham as a secondary development of Abaqus CAE [27] specifically for analysis of 
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UCs of various types. It is essentially a code written in Python scripts, which incorporates 
various unit cells in a rigorous and systematic way according to their formulations and at the 
same time automates all the UC modelling steps, from generation of the geometry of an FE 
model to post-processing of the results to obtain effective properties. Though a range of UCs 
for certain types of textile composites has been incorporated in UnitCells©, their 
formulations have not been unified and such UCs have been defined based entirely on 
orthogonal translations. As has been explained earlier, unification has achieved via the 
employment of staggered translation and the parameterisation. It is timely to upgrade the 
code with the latest development. 
UnitCells© has therefore been supplemented with a new UC parametrised as elaborated 
in previous sections, for which appropriate Python script was written. Part of this script, 
responsible for the generation of the FE model as well as conducting the analysis, was 
adapted from the existing UnitCells© [26] Python scripts. The results obtained as presented 
in the subsequent section of this paper were all produced using with this code. 
 
4 Verification and validation of UC formulated 
The parametrised UC implemented through the Python code has been subjected to “sanity 
checks” [22] to verify the correct application of the boundary conditions. To do so, the 
constituents of the UC were prescribed the same isotropic material properties and simple 
analysis was conducted to ensure that the uniform stress and displacement fields have been 
achieved under uniaxial direct and pure shear loadings. A range of different values of the 
topological and geometric parameters have been tested without any abnormal behaviour of 
the UC being observed. After passing this basic level of verification, the UC was subjected to 
the following validation against experimentally measured data available to the authors. 
The UC of textile composite chosen for this purpose is shown in Fig. 11. It represents the 
3D layer-to-layer angle interlock woven composite, the topology of which corresponds to 
parameter values as specified in Table 8. The geometric parameters of the tows, also 
specified in the same table, were measured from the micro-CT images given in [19]. The 
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properties of constituents, Gurit PRIME™ 20LV resin and IM7 carbon fibre tows, are 
summarised in Table 8. The properties of the latter were calculated conducting material 
characterisation in UnitCells©, where IM7 tows were considered as unidirectional 
composites at a micro-scale, for which fibre volume ratio (Vf ) of 78.6% was assumed. With 
tow volume fraction in this particular model being 65.36%, the total fibre volume fraction is 
pragmatic 51.09%. The UC model was meshed with tetrahedral elements as shown in Fig. 
11(a) for the fibre tows and (b) for the surrounding matrix, where the typical element size 
was 0.09 mm. The mesh was converged. Note that this mesh size is sufficient for the UC to 
characterise the effective elastic properties of the composite as addressed in this study, where 
the localised stress concentrations do not greatly affect the predictions.  However, if one is 
interested in material strength, a more accurate stress distribution in stress concentration 
areas, where failure tends to initiate, will be essential and can be obtained with a more refined 
mesh. 
The results of material characterisation are summarised in Table 9. Some of the material 
properties obtained have been compared with available experimental data reported in [15, 
16], showing good agreement. In addition, the characterisation results reveal an interesting 
feature in mechanical behaviour of the given composite, namely, its tendency to expand in 
warp direction when stretched along the direction of weft tows. Numerically, it is expressed 
in terms of Poisson’s ratio νxy being negative. This kind of behaviour, which, to the best of 
the authors’ knowledge has not yet been addressed experimentally, can be easily explained by 
observing the predicted deformation of the unit cell. 
The deformation of unit cell loaded in the X-direction (weft) is shown Fig. 13(a), where it 
is magnified by the factor of 5×104 so that it could be clearly observed. Comparing the 
geometry of the deformed unit cell with the undeformed one in Fig. 13(b), it is easy to see 
that under the load, both the warp and the weft tows contract in Z-directions due to Poisson’s 
effect. Fibre tows are very stiff in the axial direction and hence do not shrink much in their 
length. The warp tows have to rotate towards the warp direction to allow the Z-direction 
contraction of the unit cell, as indicated by red line and compared between both plots. The 
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fibre tow rotation impedes the sideways contraction of the unit cell and can even cause a 
marginal expansion. This effect would become less pronounced as axial Young’s modulus 
reduces. This has been verified numerically analysing several cases where smaller values of 
axial Young’s modulus were assigned. Note that the effect of negative Poisson’s ratio is not a 
conventional experimental observation, and some might perceive such data to be erroneous. 
As has been shown here, careful assessment of properly devised model can easily dispel such 
misperception and extend the understanding of the mechanical behaviour of woven 
composites. With some more deliberate design, it is possible to obtain some auxetic materials 



















   
Fig. 11 Unit cell for the 3D interlocked woven architecture: the geometry and meshing of (a) 
the tows and (b) the matrix   
Table 8 Input properties and parameters  
Topological 
parameters 
Geometric parameters Material properties of constituents 
Property warp weft Matrix (PRIME™ 
20LV) [28] 
Tow (IM7 CF, Vf = 
78.6%) [17] 







nstep  1 H (mm)  0.3 0.27 
nskip  1 γ 0.05 0.8 
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nsteep  2    G12= G13=5.29GPa 
G23 =4.21GPa 









Fig. 12 Sensitivity studies to determine value of Da: (a) variation of Young’s moduli and (b) 
variation of shear stiffnesses 
 
Table 9 Results from the unit cell of interlocked 3D woven textile  
Architecture data 
Properties 
 Simulation Experiment [20] 
Interlocking angle  21.96° Ex (GPa) 46.91 45.00 
Tow volume fraction  65.36% Ey (GPa) 67.42 68.00 
Fibre volume fraction 51.09% Ez (GPa) 9.40 - 
Weft/warp ratio  0.3873 νxy -0.0016  
  νxz 0.4408  
  νyz 0.9721  
  Gxy (GPa) 3.52 3.62 
  Gxz (GPa) 2.93  
  Gyz (GPa) 5.50  
 
 This exercise demonstrates that the parametrised UC model is perfectly applicable for 
material characterisation, as was to be expected. It is worth noting that the UC model based 
on staggered arrangement is half the size of conventional UC model formulated based on 
orthogonal translations [17], as it incorporates only one set of warp tows, therefore, whilst 


























































Fig. 13 Deformation of unit cell under weft tension (plot (a)) and undeformed reference 
geometry (plot (b)) 
 
5 Parametric studies of as an application of the UC formulated  
With the UC fully established, an application of it has been made in this section to 
demonstrate the advantage of the parametrisation and its potential in supporting the design of 
3D woven composites.  A range of parametric studies has been devised, where one or more 
topological parameters vary while the rest are kept constant. The geometric parameters of the 
fibre tows as well as the material properties of constituents were kept constant as specified in 
Table 8.  
In Fig. 14(b), the variation of the effective elastic material properties with parameter nstep 
increasing from 1 to 11 is shown. The UC model employed in this study is shown in Fig. 
14(a). Variation of nstep does not alter the geometry of the UC but affects the relationship 
between the two slices, as it is involved in definition of staggered arrangement according to 
Eq. (10). Because of this, the interlocking angle of the warp tow, fibre volume fraction and 
weft/warp tow ratio stayed constant at 17°, 54.95% and 0.54, respectively, and the effective 
properties in the weft and through-thickness directions remained nearly the same at different 
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values of nstep. On the other hand, an apparent variation of the properties along warp 
direction, such as Ey, was predicted as nstep was varied. Note that the plots of variations of 









Fig. 14 Variation of parameter nstep at noffset=0, nskip=1, ndeep=6 and nsteep=1: (a) structure of 
UC; (b) effect of nstep on effective stiffnesses 
 
More substantial warp stiffness variation can be observed in Fig. 15(b), where parameter 
nskip was increasing from 1 to 7 in increments of 1, while the effective properties in the weft 
and through-thickness directions were generally unaffected, same as in previous case. The 
higher the value of nskip, the straighter are the warp tows, as can be seen in the Fig. 15(a), 
where UC for nskip=1 and nskip=2 are shown. This explains the predicted increase in warp 
stiffness as can be seen in Fig. 15(b). Note that altering the topology of the weave had a 
substantial effect on geometry, specifically, the warp tow paths, which resulted in marginal 
variations of the total fibre volume fraction (Vf = 51.5%±0.2%) and weft/warp tow ratio 
(0.385). The interlocking angle of the warp tow has not been affected and kept constant at 
21.9°.  











Fig. 15 Variation of parameter nskip at noffset=0, nstep=1, ndeep=2 and nsteep=2: (a) examples of 
UCs; (b) predicted variation of effective stiffnesses 
 
Variation of ndeep extends the length of the UC but does not substantially alter the 
geometry, as can be seen in Fig. 16(a), where the two UCs shown maintained the same 
interlocking angle of 10°. Consequently, little or no variation of effective elastic properties 
was predicted in this case, as shown in Fig. 16(b). The total fibre volume fraction and 
weft/warp tow ratio kept nearly the same at around 49.8% and 0.40, respectively.  
 
 (a)   
1skipn
2skipn
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(b) 
 
Fig. 16 Variation of ndeep at noffset=0, nstep=1, nskip=1 and nsteep=1: (a) typical examples of UCs; 
(b) predicted variation of effective stiffness properties 
Unlike in the previous case, the warp weaving angle changed substantially when 
parameter nsteep was altered, as can be seen in Fig. 17(a). Note that in this case, the gap Db 
between the weft tows had to be manually enlarged, with its values being given Fig. 17(b), to 
allow multiple warp tows pass through the gap and to maintain similar fibre volume fraction 
of Vf = 55.3%±0.3% for all the UCs. As can be seen in Fig. 17(b), the interlocking angle 
increased with nsteep, which resulted in rapid reduction of predicted Ey from 68 MPa at nsteep=1 
to 20 MPa at nsteep=6 (Fig. 17(c)). However, the increase of nsteep is advantageous in terms of 
through the thickness stiffness. The increase of Db is accompanied by reduction of the 
weft/warp tow ratio, which is also plotted Fig. 17(b).With smaller portion of weft tows, the 
reduction in weft stiffness Ex can naturally be expected, and this is indeed the case for the 
predicted values of Ex in Fig. 17(c). 
(a)      
1deepn
2deepn
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(b)          (c) 
                      
Fig. 17 Variation of nsteep at noffset=0, nstep=1 and nskip=1, ndeep=6: (a) typical UCs; (b) variation 
of geometry; (c) predicted variation of effective stiffnesses 
 
6 Conclusions 
The design tool for 3D woven textile composites has been developed. As the main 
outcome of this paper, unified definition of a wide range of 2D and 3D weaves has been 
achieved via a comprehensive parametrisation of the weave by taking advantage of 
translational symmetries along non-orthogonal directions. This is different from conventional 
selection of UC for textile composites, which typically involve orthogonal translations in 
three directions. As an added significant advantage, the former method is more 
computationally effective as compared to the latter case.  
With the UC modelling being the dominant approach to numerical characterisation of 
textile composites, the parametrisation as developed here is perfectly suited for generation of 
FE models of UCs.  
Thirteen parameters were found to be sufficient for the purpose. Five of them are 
topological parameters of a simple meaning that can interpreted as explained in Section 2.1. 
The remaining eight are the geometric parameters, seven of which are conventionally 
3steepn
6steepn
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employed in modelling of textile composites, and one is introduced for convenience in 
meshing and it does not significantly affect the predicted properties. 
The parameterisation was incorporated into the FE modelling by combining it with an 
earlier development, a piece of software for material characterisation called UnitCells©. This 
completes the development of the design tool. The development has been verified and 
validated against limited experimental data available. 
As an example of application of the capability developed, the variations of effective 
properties with respect to the variations of the topology of the weaves have been shown 
through a number of case studies, where material characterisations have been carried out 
while varying the topological parameters. This demonstrates the potential of the parametrised 
UC for 2D/3D woven composites in numerical characterisations of such composites, which 
could be turned into an efficient design tool for such composites.  
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